
Mapping Boating Patterns  
  

General Clustering Patterns 
This chapter presents the results of a GIS analysis that mapped the distribution or 

spread of the digitized trip information as ‘density of occurrence.’ Continuous density 
surfaces generated by the GIS illustrate the degree of concentration or clustering of digitized 
trip information. For example, Figure 9 illustrates the point pattern of favorite destinations 
digitized from survey information and the density-derived use-intensity surface.  

First, general clustering patterns for departure sites, travel routes, destinations, and 
congested areas are mapped and described using the following mapping resolution 
parameters: 300 foot grid cells and a search radius of one mile. Second, the versatility of the 
database structure is highlighted in a series of maps that show spatial use profiles for specific 
boater-groups, primary activities, vessel types, and vessel draft classes. The selected mapping 
resolution of 300 feet square is consistent with the scale of the map onto which respondents 
drew trip information (1:160,000 or 1 inch equals approximately 2.5 miles)1. In addition, a 
land-barrier mask-grid was developed to constrain the GIS density algorithm to water areas. 
Lastly, a series of higher resolution maps (100 and 200 foot square mapping resolution) 
incorporate normal color and black & white imagery to illustrate primary travel corridors and 
specific destination locales for high-use areas that include Big Sarasota Pass, Longboat pass, 
Fort DeSoto Park, and the St. Joseph Sound / Caladesi State Park areas.  

 Departure sites (Figure 10) illustrate the places where the largest numbers of 
respondents typically begin their trip. Areas that experience the highest density of trip 
departures generally contain a combination of ramps and marinas (e.g., St. Petersburg Pier, 
Gandy Bridge, Riverview ramp areas). Other locales that reflect high densities of departures 
include Anna Maria Island, Upper Manatee River (Bradenton area), Cockroach Bay, and 
south Sarasota Bay near Big Sarasota Pass.   

 Route densities are depicted in Figure 11. The lower Tampa Bay area (i.e., Ft. DeSoto 
Park Indian Key, Pinellas Point, the Sunshine Skyway, and Anna Maria Sound), clearly 
experiences the greatest density of boat traffic. This area represents the primary boating node 
for the Sarasota and Tampa Bay regions. High traffic density was also documented at the 
major passes (e.g., Longboat Pass, Blind Pass, Johns Pass, and Clearwater Pass). Beyond the 
barrier islands, the flow of boat traffic follows a radial pattern to and from prominent 
artificial reefs in the Gulf of Mexico. 

                                                 
1 The National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Charting Division has determined that 
the plotting positional accuracy for most features on nautical charts is 0.5mm at chart scale. This assumes that 
the average width of a pencil line is 0.5mm. To put this into perspective, at 1:80,000 scale a line 0.5mm wide on 
the chart equates to 40 meters on the earth.  At 1:160,000, the same line width equates to 80 meters on the earth. 
(see http://chartmaker.ncd.noaa.gov/staff/Accuracy.htm). 
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Figure 9. Point Densities and Derived Use Intensity.
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Figure 10. Trip Origin Concentrations as Summarized with the GIS.
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Figure 11.  Travel Corridors as Summarized with the GIS.
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Figure 12.  Favorite Destinations as Summarized with the GIS.
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Figure 13.  Congested Areas as Summarized with the GIS. 
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Figure 12 displays favorite destinations identifying the locales where boaters most 
like to visit on a typical recreational boating outing. The density analysis reveals two prime 
boating destinations: Egmont Key, and Longbeach / Longboat Pass. Secondary destination 
areas include the upper Manatee River / Terre Ceia Bay and south Sarasota Bay locales. The 
Three Rooker Bar / Honeymoon Island, Weedon Island, Shell Key, and Sunshine Skyway 
areas also represent important boating destinations.  

 Figure 13 shows areas where boaters experience congestion defined in Question 22 as 
“more boats than you prefer.” The analysis shows the boaters experience congestion at their 
favorite destinations (e.g., Egmont Key, Longbeach / Longboat Pass) and at certain passes 
(e.g., Clearwater Pass, John’s Pass), through which they must navigate en route to open Gulf 
waters and / or their boating destinations.  

 Shell Key was identified as a prime spot for congestion while Egmont Key 
experienced more overall activity. A possible explanation for this is that Shell Key has 
significantly less area and shoreline than Egmont Key to accommodate boating. This is due 
to both natural conditions and management by Pinellas County (e.g., some areas are closed to 
public access). The beaches north and south of Shell Key are also closed to boating. While 
Shell Key can accommodate a fewer number of total boats, those boats will be beached 
gunwale to gunwale leaving no more physical space for additional boats. So, Shell Key might 
be the top destination after all, but once the limited capacity is met, additional boaters must 
deal with congested conditions, or go elsewhere - which is usually Egmont Key if weather 
permits. 

Spatial Use Patterns by Boater-Group, Activity, Vessel Type, and Draft 

 To illustrate the versatility of the database structure spatial use-patterns by (1) boater-
group, (2) primary activity type, (3) vessel type, and (4) vessel draft category are presented. 
Travel corridors are delineated and mapped according to route clustering that exceeds the 
mean density for the region by one, two, and three standard deviations. Destination hot-spots 
identify locales that experience clustering of favorite destination points that exceed the mean 
density for the region by three standard deviations. 

 Figure 14 shows primary travel corridors and destination hot spots by boater-group. 
The analysis reveals that some boater-groups exhibit a greater spatial footprint on bay waters 
than others. For example, respondents that depart from marina wet-slips tend to follow 
primary travel channels and cluster at the fewest destinations (e.g., Egmont Key, Longbeach, 
DeSoto Point on the Manatee River, Caladesi State Park/Honeymoon Island areas, and the St. 
Petersburg pier). By contrast, users of dry storage facilities have less concentrated travel 
paths and a relatively greater variety of destinations. Respondents that departed from ramps 
also exhibit more disperse travel patterns but tended to cluster along near-shore areas in and 
around Cockroach Bay, Bishop Harbor, Terra Ceia Bay, and Perico Island. Private dock 
users tended to cluster in the south Sarasota Bay area which is consistent with the presence of 
residential canal systems in that area.  
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 Activity hot-spots are mapped in Figure 15. Egmont Key is shown to be a very 
popular destination for each of the recorded activities. Respondents that liked to picnic and 
camp on beaches did so at similar destinations (e.g., Shell Key, Pine Island, Egmont Key, 
and the Longbeach locale). Fishing activities tended to cluster along the southeastern Tampa 
Bay shoreline, and the Egmont Key, and Sunshine Skyway areas. Respondents that liked to 
fish and scuba dive identified similar off-shore destinations (e.g., prominent artificial reefs). 
Nature viewing and sightseeing activities clustered predominantly at the Egmont Key, 
Caladesi St. Park, Shell Key, and Longbeach / Longboat pass locales. The activities of sailing 
and cruising were less localized, taking place throughout the region.    

 Spatial patterns by vessel type category are presented in Figure 16.  Respondents that 
owned sailboats were associated with the fewest destinations (e.g., DeSoto Point on the 
Manatee River, Longbeach, Egmont Key, Passage Key, and the St. Petersburg Pier locales). 
Owners of small speedboats and power cabin cruisers were also found to cluster at a few 
specific destination locales that include Three-Rooker Bar, Pine Island, the St. Petersburg 
Pier, Shell Key, Egmont Key, and prominent Sarasota Bay passes (e.g., Longboat Pass, New 
Pass, and Big Sarasota Pass). It was no surprise that respondents who operated open-fishing 
boats exhibited a similar spatial profile as did those whose primary activity was fishing.   

 Spatial differences were most obvious when trip data were disaggregated and mapped 
according to vessel draft category (Figure 17). Three vessel draft categories were identified 
by adding or subtracting one standard deviation from the mean or average draft of vessels 
owned / operated by respondents. The average vessel draft was determined to be 2.2 feet with 
a standard deviation of 1.3 feet. Respondents that owned / operated larger draft vessels were 
more constrained to marked navigation channels and clustered at a few specific destination 
locales. Respondents that owned / operated vessels within the average draft range exhibited a 
more diffuse pattern of boating use. Respondents that owned / operated shallow draft vessels 
tended to cluster at near-shore areas that include Egmont Key, Weedon Island, the 
southeastern Tampa Bay shoreline from Cockroach Bay south to Perico Bay, and the 
Longbeach / Longboat Pass locale. 
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Figure 14. Spatial Use Patterns by Boater Group.
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Figure 15. Spatial Use Patterns by Activity.
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Figure 16. Spatial Use Patterns by Vessel Type.
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Figure 17. Spatial Use Patterns by Draft Category.
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